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Abstract 

In accordance with Industry 4.0, data should be used for process and/or system integration, including the decision-making 
process. In this context, this paper aims to relate the process of decision-making with process mining through concept maps, 
assisting the areas of Data Engineering and Analytics. To do so, some Multiple-Criteria Decision-Making/Analysis (MCDM/A) 
methods will be addressed in order to conceptually highlight the relationship between knowledge and decision dimensions. As a 
result, the definitions about these fields of study allow perceiving an information and knowledge conciliation approach promoted 
by the integrated view of process mining and MCDM/A methods. 
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1. Introduction 

Due to the development of information technology, monitoring and control, systems have been boosted to 
increase their ability to collect, process and manage data in industrial processes. Increasing information complexity 
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makes it difficult to organize and understand the large volume of data created under different operating and 
maintenance decision perspectives. The information flow and integration of the systems involved is a theme in the 
recent development of Industry 4.0, since that many records are being generated, but just a little knowledge is being 
explored. In this scenario, Data Engineering and Analytics concepts stand out, aiming the analysis and conversion of 
data stored in knowledge through different techniques, such as Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD), Data 
Mining (DM) and Process Mining (PM). 

Although it is possible to extract knowledge from the database (quantitative knowledge) through these 
techniques, the decision-making involved in the industrial processes are still very dependent on the tacit knowledge 
of the operator (qualitative knowledge). In this environment characterized by information heterogeneity and 
complexity, Multi-Criteria Decision-Making/Analysis (MCDM/A) methods present an appropriate approach to 
assisting operators in information processing and standardization for more assertive and effective decision-making. 
These methods include the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [1], Technique for the Order of Priority for Similarity 
to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) [2], Elimination and Choice Expressing Reality (ELECTRE) [3] and The Preference 
Ranking Organization Method for Enrichment of Evaluations (PROMETHEE) [4]. All of them aim to suggest an 
alternative of choice among several available, based on multiple criteria conflicting in the decision-making. 

In the literature, quantitative and qualitative approaches are dissociated in the process of knowledge extraction 
and decision-making, therefore, an important gap is identified. Thus, this paper aims to develop a conceptual map 
that relates these major areas of knowledge – data analysis, knowledge generation and decision-making. A focal 
analysis is given to the MCDM/A and Process Mining methods, facilitating the decision-making process supported 
by data from the factory floor through process models. 

It is possible, by process mining, to identify and analyze process models considering the moment in which each 
record occurred (timestamp), its frequency (weight), extracting information and performance metrics (indicators) 
[5]. This quantitative information, together with qualitative evaluation criteria, finds in MCDM/A methods a basis of 
conciliation and informational treatment for analysis and decision-making. 

The objective is to highlight the way in which conciliation and the decision-making process can occur through 
conceptual maps that organize the knowledge involved. The results obtained from this analysis will provide 
important clues for the design of information systems in support of an industrial management that adheres to the 
requirements of Industry 4.0. 

This article is subdivided as follows: the first section was dedicated to the introduction. Section 2 provides a 
review of the literature as well as some important definitions on the main themes of this paper. Section 3 presents 
the conceptual relationship between the proposed domains, as well as the development of the concept maps. Finally, 
the fourth section is dedicated to the conclusion and suggestions of future work. 

2. Background 

In order to contextualize the problem, it is necessary to carry out a brief review of the literature on the themes 
mentioned in this paper. In this way, the reader can learn about the different fields covered and how they can relate 
to each other. 

2.1. Multi-Criteria Decision-Making/Analysis (MCDM/A) 

Multi-Criteria Decision-Making (MCDM) refers to decision-making in the presence of multiple criteria, in many 
cases, conflicting with each other [6]. As stated in [2], MCDM methods could be subdivided into: i) Multiple 
Attribute Decision-Making (MADM): discrete choices available, that is, it requires a limited number of alternatives, 
and the comparisons are made inter and intra-attributes involving implicit or explicit trade-offs – examples: AHP 
and ELECTRE; ii) Multiple Objective Decision-Making (MODM): the decision space is continuous or there are a 
lot of alternatives, therefore the choices are made through limits, preferences or priorities – examples: TOPSIS and 
PROMETHEE. In general, the MCDM process can be summarized in three stages (defining, identifying and 
development) and eight steps [7], as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
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